Text normalization is an important aspect of successful information retrieval from medical documents such as clinical notes, radiology reports and discharge summaries. In the medical domain, a significant part of the general problem of text normalization is abbreviation and acronym disambiguation. Numerous abbreviations are used routinely throughout such texts and knowing their meaning is critical to data retrieval from the document. In this paper I will demonstrate a method of automatically generating training data for Maximum Entropy (ME) modeling of abbreviations and acronyms and will show that using ME modeling is a promising technique for abbreviation and acronym normalization. I report on the results of an experiment involving training a number of ME models used to normalize abbreviations and acronyms on a sample of 10,000 rheumatology notes with ~89% accuracy.
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Introduction and Background
Text normalization is an important aspect of successful information retrieval from medical documents such as clinical notes, radiology reports and discharge summaries, to name a few. In the medical domain, a significant part of the general problem of text normalization is abbreviation and acronym 1 disambiguation. Numerous abbreviations are used routinely throughout such texts and identifying their meaning is critical to understanding of the document. The problem is that abbreviations are highly ambiguous with respect to their meaning. For example, according to UMLS  2 (2001), RA may stand for "rheumatoid arthritis", "renal artery", "right atrium", "right atrial", "refractory anemia", "radioactive", "right arm", "rheumatic arthritis," etc. Liu et al. (2001) show that 33% of abbreviations listed in UMLS are ambiguous. In addition to problems with text interpretation, Friedman, et al. (2001) also point out that abbreviations constitute a major source of errors in a system that automatically generates lexicons for medical NLP applications.
Ideally, when looking for documents containing "rheumatoid arthritis", we want to retrieve everything that has a mention of RA in the sense of "rheumatoid arthritis" but not those documents where RA means "right atrial." In a way, abbreviation normalization problem is a special case of the word sense disambiguation (WSD) problem. Modern approaches to WSD include supervised machine learning techniques, where some amount of training 1 To save space and for ease of presentation, I will use the word "abbreviation" to mean both "abbreviation" and "acronym" since the two could be used interchangeably for the purposes described in this paper. 2 Unified Medical Language System  , a database containing biomedical information and a tools repository developed at the National Library of Medicine to help helath professionals as well as medical informatics researchers. data is marked up by hand and is used to train a classifier. One such technique involves using a decision tree classifier (Black 1988) . On the other side of the spectrum, the fully unsupervised learning methods such as clustering have also been successfully used (Shutze 1998) . A hybrid class of machine learning techniques for WSD relies on a small set of hand labeled data used to bootstrap a larger corpus of training data (Hearst 1991 , Yarowski 1995 . Regardless of the technique that is used for WSD, the most important part of the process is the context in which the word appears (Ide and Veronis 1998) . This is also true for abbreviation normalization.
For the problem at hand, one way to take context into account is to encode the type of discourse in which the abbreviation occurs, where discourse is defined narrowly as the type of the medical document and the medical specialty, into a set of explicit rules. If we see RA in a cardiology report, then it can be normalized to "right atrial"; otherwise, if it occurs in the context of a rheumatology note, it is likely to mean "rheumatoid arthritis" or "rheumatic arthritis." This method of explicitely using global context to resolve the abbreviation ambiguity in suffers from at least three major drawbacks from the standpoint of automation. First of all, it requires a database of abbreviations and their expansions linked with possible contexts in which particular expansions can be used, which is an error-prone labor intensive task. Second, it requires a rule-based system for assigning correct expansions to their abbreviations, which is likely to become fairly large and difficult to maintain. Third, the distinctions made between various meanings are bound to be very coarse. We may be able to distinguish correctly between "rheumatoid arthritis" and "right atrial" since the two are likely to occur in clearly separable contexts; however, distinguishing between "rheumatoid arthritis" and "right arm" becomes more of a challenge and may require introducing additional rules to further complicate the system.
The approach I am investigating falls into the hybrid category of bootstrapping or semi-supervised approaches to training classifiers; however, it uses a different notion of bootstrapping from that of Hearst (1991) and Yarowski (1995) . The bootstrapping portion of this approach consists of using a hand crafted table of abbreviations and their expansions pertinent to the medical domain. This should not be confused with dictionary or semantic network approaches. The table of abbreviations and their expansions is just a simple list representing a one-to-many relationship between abbreviations and their possible "meanings" that is used to automatically label the training data.
To disambiguate the "meaning" of abbreviations I am using a Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier. Maximum Entropy modeling has been used successfully in the recent years for various NLP tasks such as sentence boundary detection, part-of-speech tagging, punctuation normalization, etc. (Berger 1996 , Ratnaparkhi 1996 , Mikheev 1998 , 2000 . In this paper I will demonstrate using Maximum Entropy for a mostly data driven process of abbreviation normalization in the medical domain.
In the following sections, I will briefly describe Maximum Entropy as a statistical technique. I will also describe the process of automatically generating training data for ME modeling and present examples of training and testing data obtained from a medical sub-domain of rheumatology. Finally, I will discuss the training and testing process and present the results of testing the ME models trained on two different data sets. One set contains one abbreviation per training/testing corpus and the other --multiple abbreviations per corpus. Both sets show around 89% accuracy results when tested on the held-out data.
Clinical Data
The data that was used for this study consists of a corpus of ~10,000 clinical notes (medical dictations) extracted at random from a larger corpus of 171,000 notes (~400,000 words) and encompasses one of many medical specialties at the Mayo Clinic -rheumatology. In the Mayo Clinic's setting, each clinical note is a document recording information pertinent to treatment of a patient that consists of a number of subsections such as Chief Complaint (CC), History of Present Illness (HPI), Impresssion/Report/Plan (IP), Final Diagnoses (DX) 3 , to name a few. In clinical settings other than the Mayo Clinic, the notes may have different segmentation and section headings; however, most clinical notes in most clinical settings do have some sort of segmentation and contain some sort of discourse markers, such as CC, HPI, etc., that can be useful clues to tasks such as the one discussed in this paper. Theoretically, it is possible that an abbreviation such as PA may stand for "paternal aunt" in the context of Family History (FH), and "polyarthritis" in the Final Diagnoses context. ME technique lends itself to modeling information that comes from a number of heterogeneous sources such as various levels of local and discourse context.
Methods
One of the challenging tasks in text normalization discussed in the literature is the detection of abbreviations in unrestricted text. Various techniques, including ME, have proven useful for detecting abbreviations with varying degrees of success. (Mikheev 1998 , 2000 , Park and Byrd 2001 It is important to mention that the methods described in this paper are different from abbreviation detection; however, they are meant to operate in tandem with abbreviation detection methods.
Two types of methods will be discussed in this section. First, I will briefly introduce the Maximum Entropy modeling technique and then the method I used for generating the training data for ME modeling.
Maximum Entropy
This section presents a brief description of ME. A more detailed and informative description can be found in Berger (1996) 4 , Ratnaparkhi (1998) , Manning and Shutze (2000) to name just a few.
Maximum Entropy is a relatively new statistical technique to Natural Language Processing, although the notion of maximum entropy has been around for a long time. One of the useful aspects of this technique is that it allows to predefine the characteristics of the objects being modeled. The modeling involves a set of predefined features or constraints on the training data and uniformly distributes the probability space between the candidates that do not conform to the constraints. Since the entropy of a uniform distribution is at its maximum, hence the name of the modeling technique.
Features are represented by indicator functions of the following kind 5 :
Where "o" stands for outcome and "c" stands for context. This function maps contexts and outcomes to a binary set. For example, to take a simplified part-of-speech tagging example, if y = "the" and x="noun", then F(o,c) = 1, where y is the word immediately preceding x. This means that in the context of "the" the next word is classified as a noun.
To find the maximum entropy distribution the Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS) algorithm is used, which is a procedure for finding the maximum entropy distribution that conforms to the constraints imposed by the empirical distribution of the modeled properties in the training data 6 . For the study presented in this paper, I used an implementation of ME that is similar to that of Ratnaparkhi' In the Maxent implementation, features are reduced to contextual predicates, represented by the variable y in (1). Just as an example, one of such contextual predicates could be the type of discourse that the outcome "o" occurs in: PA paternal aunt | y = FH; PA polyarthritis | y = DX. Of course, using discourse markers as the only contextual predicate may not be sufficient. Other features such as the words surrounding the abbreviation in question may have to be considered as well.
For this study two kinds of models were trained for each data set: local context models (LCM) and combo (CM) models. The former were built by training on the sentence-level context only defined as two preceding (w i-2 ,w i-1 ) and two following (w i+1 ,w i+2 ) words surrounding an abbreviation expansion. The latter kind is a model trained on a combination of sentence and section level contexts defined simply as 6 A consice step-by-step description and an explanation of the algorithm itself can be found in Manning and Shutze (2000) . 7 The ContextGenerator class of the maxent package was modified to allow for the features discussed in this paper.
the heading of the section in which an abbreviation expansion was found.
Generating simulated training data
In order to generate the training data, first, I identify potential candidates for an abbreviation by taking the list of expansions from a UMLS database and applying it to the raw corpus of text data in the following manner. The expansions for each abbreviation found in the UMLS's LRABR The raw text of clinical notes is input and filtered through a dynamic slidingwindow buffer whose maximum window size is set to the maximum length of any abbreviation expansion in the UMLS. When a match to an expansion is found, the expansion and it's context are recorded in a training file as if the expansion were an actual abbreviation. The file is fed to the ME modeling software. In this particular implementation, the context of 7 words to the left and 7 words to the right of the found expansion as well as the section label in which the expansion occurs are recorded; however, not all of this context ended up being used in this study.
This methodology makes a reasonable assumption that given an abbreviation and one of it's expansions, the two are likely to have similar distribution. For example, if we encounter a phrase like "rheumatoid arthritis", it is likely that the context surrounding the use of an expanded phrase "rheumatoid arthritis" is similar to the context surrounding the use of the abbreviation "RA" when it is used to refer to rheumatoid arthritis. The following subsection provides additional motivation for using expansions to simulate abbreviations.
Distribution of abbreviations compared to the distribution of their expansions
Just to get an idea of how similar are the contexts in which abbreviations and their expansions occur, I conducted the following limited experiment. I processed a corpus of all available rheumatology notes (171,000) and recorded immediate contexts composed of words in positions {w i-1, w i-2 ,w i+1, w i+2 } for one unambiguous abbreviation -DJD (degenerative joint disease). Here w i is either the abbreviation DJD or its multiword expansion "degenerative joint disease." Since this abbreviation has only one possible expansion, we can rely entirely on finding the strings "DJD" and "degenerative joint disease" in the corpus without having to disambiguate the abbreviation by hand in each instance. For each instance of the strings "DJD" and "degenerative joint disease", I recorded the frequency with which words (tokens) in positions w i-1, w i-2 , w i+1 and w i+2 occur with that string as well as the number of unique strings (types) in these positions.
It turns out that "DJD" occurs 2906 times , "degenerative joint disease" occurs 2517 times. Of the 2906 occurrences of DJD, there were 204 types that occurred immediately prior to mention of DJD (w i-1 position) and 115 types that occurred immediately after (w i+1 position). Of the 2517 occurrences of "degenerative joint disease", there were 207 types that occurred immediately prior to mention of the expansion (w i-1 position) and 141 words that occurred immediately after (w i+1 position). The overlap between DJD and its expansion is 115 types in w i-1 position and 66 types in w i+1 position. On average, the overlap between the contexts in which DJD and "degenerative joint disease" occur is around 50%, which is a considerable number because this overlap covers on average 91% of all occurrences in w i-1 and w i+1 as well as w i-2 and w i+2 positions.
Data sets
One of the questions that arose during implementation is whether it would be better to build a large set of small ME models trained on sub-corpora containing context for each abbreviation of interest separately or if it would be more beneficial to train one model on a single corpus with contexts for multiple abbreviations.
This was motivated by the idea that ME models trained on corpora focused on a single abbreviation may perform more accurately; even though such approach may be computationally expensive. NR  23  10  PA  72  15  PN  28  11  BD  30  3  INF  13  7  RA  28  8 Mean 32.33 9 Table 3 . A comparison between UMLS expansions for 6 abbreviations and the expansions actually found in the training data.
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For this study, I generated two sets of data. The first set (Set A) is composed of training and testing data for 6 abbreviations (NR, PA, PN, BD, INF, RA), where each training/testing subset contains only one abbreviation per corpus. resulting in six subsets. Table 1 shows the potential expansions for these abbreviations that were actually found in the training corpora.
Not all of the possible expansions found in the UMLS for a given abbreviations will be found in the text of the clinical notes. Table 3 shows the number of expansions actually found in the rheumatology training data for each of the 6 abbreviations listed in Table 1 as well as the expansions found for a given abbreviation in the UMLS database.
The UMLS database has on average 3 times more variability in possible expansions that were actually found in the given set of training data. This is not surprising because the training data was derived from a relatively small subset of 10,000 notes.
The other set (Set B) is similar to the first corpus of training events; however, it is not limited to just one abbreviation sample per corpus. Instead, it is compiled of training samples containing expansions from 69 abbreviations. The abbreviations to include in the training/testing were selected based on the following criteria:
a.
has at least two expansions b.
has 100-1000 training data samples
The data compiled for each set and subset was split at random in the 80/20 fashion into training and testing data. The two types of ME models (LCM and CM) were trained for each subset on 100 iterations through the data with no cutoff (all training samples used in training).
Testing
To summarize the goals of this study, one of the main questions in this study is whether local sentence-level context can be used successfully to disambiguate abbreviation expansion. Another question that naturally arose from the structure of the data used for this study is whether more global sectionlevel context indicated by section headings such as "chief complaint", "history of present illness" , etc., would have an effect on the accuracy of predicting the abbreviation expansion. Finally, the third question is whether it is more beneficial to construct multiple ME models limited to a single abbreviation. To answer these questions, 4 sets of tests were conducted: Table 3 .
Local Context Model and Set A results
The results in Table 3 show that, on average, after a ten-fold cross-validation test, the expansions for the given 6 abbreviations have been predicted correctly 89.14%. Tables 3 and 4 , the statistics reported in Table 5 are averaged across 10 iterations of cross-validation.
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Discussion
The results of this study suggest that using Maximum Entropy modeling for abbreviation disambiguation is a promising avenue of research as well as technical implementation for text normalization tasks involving abbreviations. Several observations can be made about the results of this study. First of all, the accuracy results on the small pilot sample of 6 abbreviations as well as the larger sample with 69 abbreviations are quite encouraging in light of the fact that the training of the ME models is largely unsupervised 8 .
Another observation is that it appears that using section-level context is not really beneficial to abbreviation expansion disambiguation in this case. The results, however, are not by any means conclusive. It is entirely possible that using section headings as indicators of discourse context will prove to be beneficial on a larger corpus of data with more than 69 abbreviations.
The abbreviation/acronym database in the UMLS tends to be more comprehensive than most practical applications would require. For example, the Mayo Clinic regards the proliferation of abbreviations and acronyms with multiple meanings as a serious patient safety concern and makes efforts to ensure that only the "approved" abbreviations (these tend to have lower ambiguity) are used in clinical practice, which would also make the task of their normalization easier and more accurate. It may still be necessary to use a combination of the UMLS's and a particular clinic's abbreviation lists in order to avoid missing occasional abbreviations that occur in the text but have not made it to the approved clinic's list. This issue also remains to be investigated.
Future Work
In the future, I am planning to test the assumption that abbreviations and their expansions occur in similar contexts by testing on hand-labeled data. I also plan to vary the size of the window used for determining the local context from two words on each side of the expression in question as well as the cutoff used during ME training. It will also be necessary to extend this approach to other medical and possibly non-medical domains with larger data sets. Finally, I will experiment with combining the UMLS abbreviations table with the Mayo Clinic specific abbreviations.
